
 

   

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A DevOps Blueprint for Managing Kubernetes Pipelines 
A whitepaper on shifting your pipeline to support Kubernetes and Microservices.   

  

Why Read this Whitepaper 

Organizations are beginning to 

move from a monolithic 

development practice to a 

Kubernetes and microservice 

architecture.  When this occurs, 

there are fundamental changes 

required in the CI/CD pipeline. 

This whitepaper covers those 

changes and provides insight 

into building a new Kubernetes 

Pipeline.   

Key Takeaways 

o Microservices will have their own 

repository and workflows. CI/CD tools 

will need to support workflow 

templates.  

o Configuration management will be 

lost as large monolithic builds are 

replaced by small builds with little or 

no compile.  Link decision making is 

done at runtime.  

o Dependency Management and 

versioning changes to tracking 

services to applications.  

o Organizing microservices into 

Domains becomes critical for sharing 

and re-use.  

For Application Development and Production Control Professionals.  
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Specific Kubernetes Challenges to the Pipeline Process 
 

Moving from monolithic to microservices creates specific challenges. Let’s take a look at four big 

ones: 

• Your CI/CD Workflows must address smaller parts of an application that move independently. 

• Your builds will be smaller or non-existent.  Less compiling, more container creation.  

• Configuration Management will shift to runtime.  

• Inventory management will be critical for sharing and re-use. 

 

 
1) Changes to the Continuous Delivery Pipeline 

Your Kubernetes pipeline is going to require the management of many more workflows.  We 

conducted a recent survey on this topic and asked, “Are you managing a single workflow for 

each microservice?”  100% of the participants answered “Yes.”  We agree. Because 

microservices are independently deployable, they should be managed in a separate repository, 

and pushed through the CI/CD process independently based on their own timeline.  

Right now, most teams manage a monolithic application that is ‘assembled’ at build time by the 

Continuous Integration process.  The monolithic is pushed across the pipeline to Production.  

This process will change to moving the individual parts of an application.   

For example, let’s take a simple application – a Hipster Store. In our monolithic world we build 

and release the entire store – security, frontend, product catalog, payment, etc.  In our 

microservices pipeline we manage these parts independently and track then based on versions, 

each having their own workflow, deploying them independently.  

 

                         

 

 

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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2) Builds in a Microservices Architecture 

While compiling code and running build scripts will stay around for a while, the process 

will become less intense. Your microservices functions most likely will NOT be 

compiled. The build step will be for creating your container. You will need to build your 

container and store the container in a repository, much like a binary repository. Your 

container will be deployed, which becomes the new binary.  

3) Configuration Management - Navigate the ‘Death Star’ 

The Kubernetes pipeline impacts both dependency management and versioning, the 

basis for all configuration management. Now that you have your head around the 

diminishing role of the build, you can start thinking about how configuration management 

will change.  While you may still use a library management tool for bringing down open 

source code into a microservice 'build,' it will begin to look different. The focus of 

dependency management and versioning will shift from source code and library 

versioning to microservice and application versioning.   

The ability to map the microservices that your API developers are creating to the 

applications your solution teams are writing will be an essential addition to the 

Kubernetes pipeline.  And remember, a new version of a microservice creates a new 

version of your application.  The ability to track microservices to applications is essential 

in order to understand impact, when to deprecate and which version of your application 

your end users are running.  

In a monolith, developers control configuration management very tightly through the 

compile/line process. Because microservices are loosely coupled and shared across 

team, the developers have less control over the services their applications are 

consuming. They are not making those decisions at build by statically linking particular 

versions of shared objects.  A Kubernetes pipeline takes dynamic linking to a new level. 

DeployHub does a particularly good job of solving this issue.  It includes a back-end 

version control engine that integrates with the Kubernetes pipeline to auto increment 

microservice and therefore application versions.  It continuously.  

4) Inventory Management to Facilitate Sharing 

In order to be successful with microservices, they need to be shared. The ability to 

organize microservices facilitates sharing and is achieved using a Domain Driven Design 

(DDD).   DDD is the process of structuring microservices into 'sub-domains' or 'solution 

spaces.'   Organizing microservices in this way is critical if you ever want to give multiple 

teams the visibility into which microservices are currently available, and which ones may 

need to be contributed back to a solution space. 

 

 

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
https://microservices.io/patterns/decomposition/decompose-by-subdomain.html
https://microservices.io/patterns/decomposition/decompose-by-subdomain.html
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Getting Started with a Kubernetes Pipeline 

We will use these solutions in our following examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Continuous Delivery Orchestration 

  

                

Container Builds and Repository 

 

Continuous Deployment with 

Microservice Management 

 

 

Infrastructure & Installation 

CircleCI and/or Jenkins 

CircleCI and Jenkins is used to manage our pipeline orchestration.  They are the main drivers of 

our Kubernetes workflow.  Users will interface with CircleCI or Jenkins for viewing logs from 

external tools. CircleCI or Jenkins will call on DeployHub to perform the release automation 

aspects of our Kubernetes pipeline.   

DeployHub 

DeployHub will support continuous deployments and the configuration management of the 

microservices, with a built-in domain design for services sharing. 

Quay 

We will use Quay to build our containers and store the results in the Quay repository. DeployHub 

will reference Quay for deploying containers.  

Helm 

Helm Charts will be called as part of the installation process.  DeployHub will use Helm Charts as 

“actions” that are called as part of the deployment of a microservice in each cluster environment.  

 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Putting the Kubernetes Pipeline Together 
 

In our Kubernetes pipeline, CircleCI or Jenkins orchestrates the workflow process. It calls on 

Quay to run the container build and store the results in the Quay repository.  It uses 

DeployHub: 

• to aggregate the logical view of the application,  

• track the microservices to application relationships, 

• version their low-level specifications,  

• deploy the containers to the cluster using Helm, 

• and records the location to where the service was installed.     

 

When DeployHub performs the release, it pulls the container from Quay updating the Quay 

build information as part of the deployment audit.  Helm is used to execute low level 

deployment steps at the cluster level.    

 

 

 

Two Options for Implementation 

Every team will need to decide how they are going to manage microservices inside their 

workflow process. As discussed, it’s most likely that microservices will have a separate 

repository and a separate workflow. But the path of least resistance might be to utilize your 

existing monolithic CI/CD pipeline. DeployHub can support either method. 

 

Kubernetes Pipeline Model 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Option 1 – Individual Workflows. DeployHub tracks which applications consume each 

microservice version. It aggregates the collection of microservices and their versions to the 

monolithic equivalent. It deploys the microservice individually but creates a new version of the 

monolithic application logically. 

Option 2 – Monolithic workflows. DeployHub tracks each component of a monolithic 

application individually.  When a new application release is pushed forward, it determines which 

microservice (component) needs to be released vs. re-releasing all of the microservices. 

DeployHub performs iterative releases on a monolithic application, supporting a process that 

allows a microservice to be independently deployed even though many microservices are part 

of the workflow. 

Two-way Communications Keeps Most Users Working Inside of CircleCI 

and Jenkins 
  

DeployHub and CircleCI or Jenkins have a two-way logging communication. The DeployHub 

Orb or Jenkins Plug-in reports all deployment logs in both solutions.  CircleCI and Jenkins 

reports to DeployHub when deployments are ready to be executed, with DeployHub reporting 

back the status of the deployment. For most users, CircleCI or Jenkins remains their primary 

location to find results and logs. Reports include value stream reporting with a continuous 

feedback loop. 

 

 

 CircleCI and DeployHub Integrated Logging 
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The Results – Automated Configuration Management Integrated into 

Your Pipeline 

 

 

 

       

DeployHub performs automated configuration management. Once a microservice base line is 

defined, DeployHub tracks every microservice change, the deployment meta data, where it 

has been deployed and which applications are using it.  DeployHub integrates into the CircleCI 

or Jenkins pipeline to gather the microservice meta data such as: 

• GitHub, Jira Change request 

• Git Repo 

• CI/CD Build Number 

• Container Sha 

• Docker Registry 

• Environment Variables 

• Deployment Script (Helm Chart, Ansible, etc.) 

• Any Attributes (DB Name for example 

For each microservice defined to DeployHub, the meta data needed for deploying becomes 

part of its version attributes.  This means any team can re-use the microservice immediately 

- it is ready for release.  DeployHub creates maps of your application versions over time so 

you always understand which version of a microservice your application version is using. This 

type of configuration management was previously done during the monolith build. But in a 

Kubernetes pipeline it is lost.  DeployHub provides a way to re-create that level of information 

and insights. 

Microservice Inventory Management  

DeployHub is a sharing platform for microservices. A Domain Driven Design is used to define 

catalogs for organizing microservices and tracking inventory. Developers publish their 

microservices (actually, the pointers to where the microservices are being stored such as 

Quay, Docker Hub, etc.) to DeployHub under a specific domain. Domains can be secured or 

openly shared across teams, it’s your choice. 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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Consolidated Value Stream 
 

DeployHub delivers a complete value stream that documents, analyzes, and improves the flow of 

information across the CircleCI or Jenkins Pipeline.  This value stream shows the time required to 

produce a software update and deliver that update to an end customer. Understanding the time it 

took to move a single code update through the pipeline becomes easy, as well as confirming that 

the update actually made it to a particular environment and onto a particular endpoint.        

    

 

 

  

 

 

 

Consolidated Dependency Map 
 

Most important to your new service-based architecture is the ability to manage application 

to service dependencies, know who is using microservices and to analyze the impact of an 

update of a microservice.  DeployHub provides this level of dependency mapping making 

it easy to evaluate the risk of an update, deprecate old services, or even see which 

services are becoming the favorite between teams.  

DeployHub’s internal version control engine tracks which version of a microservice is 

consumed by an application version.  This practice introduces container versioning with 

version dependencies.  In other words, DeployHub is ultimately versioning your cluster 

and the changes over time serving as a single source of truth.  

 

 

      

DeployHub Value Stream Tracking 

http://www.deployhub.com/
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DeployHub Service to Application Dependency Mapping 

Conclusion 
Kubernetes is changing the way we write, manage, and deliver software.  Our old ways of 

managing monolithic applications through the build, test and deploy life cycle is rapidly 

changing.  Continuous Delivery orchestration engines will be required to scale to hundreds of 

workflows that manage independently deployable functions.  Software builds will involve 

moving code to a container and storing that container in a repository for distribution.  

Configuration management will shift from a developer’s monolithic build to run-time. Tracking 

your microservice inventory will require organization based on a domain driven design to 

facilitate sharing and reuse.  

While a microservice architecture solves many critical problems in our datacenter, like fault 

tolerance and high redundancy, it also creates new challenges as it disrupts old ways of 

delivering software.  DeployHub meets these challenges and enriches your traditional CI/CD 

pipeline into a Kubernetes pipeline that will ensure your success on this new journey.  
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Get Started with DeployHub 

To begin tracking your microservice configurations and versions, sign up with DeployHub Team.  This 

option is based on the open source Ortelius Project. It is provided for free and hosted for high 

performing development teams who want to manage Services in the new modern architecture.   

 

DeployHub Team Sign-up: The hosted team version can be used to deploy to unlimited endpoints 

by unlimited users. https://www.deployhub.com/free-team-sign-up/ 

 

Get Involved in the OS Project: Help us create the best, open source microservice configuration 

platform available at https:\\ortelius.io.  

 

About DeployHub 
DeployHub empowers high performing software developers to simplify a microservice architecture 

through configuration and inventory management. DeployHub catalogs, publishes, shares and 

deploys microservices across the organization, quickly and safely on a hosted (SaaS) platform. 

Learn more at www.DeployHub.com.  DeployHub is based on the Open Source Project Ortelius. 
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Tracy Ragan is CEO of DeployHub and serves on the Continuous Delivery Foundation Board. She is 

a microservice evangelist with expertise in software configuration management, builds and release. 
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